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Getting Started
Screen Overview

Toolbars

Main Bar

View Bar

Dynamic Properties Bar

Input Toolbar

Color Palette

View Window

Zoom Bar

Scale/Status Bar

Slow Redraw Bar
Project View: Managing Your Elements

The Tabs

Project Tab

Stitches Tab

Navigator Tab

The Levels

Project Level

Design Level

Color Level

Element Level

Point Level
Navigating Through The Workspace & A Design

Selecting Elements

- Shift to select multiple consecutive elements
- CTRL to select multiple non-consecutive elements

Scaling Elements

- Shift to scale proportionally
- ALT to scale center > out

Rotating Elements

- Shift to select multiple consecutive elements
- CTRL to select multiple non-consecutive elements

Zoom Functions
Managing Colors

Design Colors (Active Colors)
- List of colors currently being used in the design
- Changing Colors
  - Right-click > edit color to change color of that swatch
  - Click and drag a swatch from the Palette to Design Colors
- Right-click > Show/Hide (others/all)
- Locked colors allow colors to remain in the active colors even when they are not currently in use.

Color Palette
- A small selection of available colors.
- Right-click > Edit Color to change the color of that swatch

Color Level in the Project View
- Right-click on the color group > Color... to change thread color
  OR
- Select the color group, click on the desired color from either the active colors or the color palette.

Element Level
- Color information is stored at the element level.
- Changing the color of an element
  - Select the element(s) > click on the desired color swatch
    OR
  - Select the element(s) > Right-click > Color...
  - The elements change color while all other elements remain